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Introduction to Colour 
 
This analysis chart offers a light-hearted glimpse into the language of colour. 
The study of colour led to an understanding of my life purpose and continues 
to astonish clients and myself with relevant and accurate guidance. 
 
Have you ever wondered whether the colours you are drawn to have any 
importance in your life? I have come to realize over the past 17 years that 
each colour choice I make reveals the answers to all my issues. My passion is 
to share with entrepreneurs and healers how your colour choices can reveal 
the answers you seek to your spiritual, personal, financial and marketing 
issues using free manifesto’s such as this one, training programs and 
broadcasting. 
 
The Language of Colour 
 
Colour is a universal language. Red is the colour used by all countries to 
indicate the faucet that supplies hot water. Colour is also used to express 
emotions “I feel blue” for depression or sadness; or “I am green with envy”.  
 
Colour indicates levels of spirituality achieved; the Pope wears white, the 
colour of purity and the Dalia Lama wears orange, the colour of enlightenment. 
Evil or danger is depicted in black, the colour of our hidden and darker sides.  
 
Colour Combinations 
 
You may wonder why yellow is added to black to indicate danger; a 
combination used on road signs and police chevron tapes. Black is danger, the 
yellow is betrayal and translates to: you will betray yourself by putting your 
body in danger if you do not heed this warning sign.  
 
The most famous yellow combination with another colour is of course 
McDonalds! The yellow arch on the red background translates to: when you 
are hungry you will survive if you eat our food.  Yellow is the hungry stomach 
and red is about human survival. This colour combination makes us want to 
eat whatever they dish up, it will after all keep us alive! So a clever use of 
colour combinations can compel you to do things you may not really believe in 
and increase profits for a business. 
 
Positive and Negative aspects of Colour 
 
Each colour has a positive and a negative side, the positive side indicates your 
highest potential to strive for and the negative shows where your healing is 
needed or changes you can implement that will be of benefit to you.  



 
For example: Coral is a colour that indicates a sensitive person. In the positive 
the person relating to this colour has an ability to be empathetic and achieve 
greatness by becoming famous, the CEO or a role model. In the negative 
aspect of sensitivity, coral indicates periods of playing the victim, creating 
dramas to be noticed and needing to be validated by others. So coral indicates 
the two polarities: Are you contracting your energy to stay small and trapped in 
a victim mentality, or are you expanding and becoming limitless? 
 
Further Study 
 
If colour is of interest to you, there are many free resources on my website to 
explore, from free Angel Card readings and Meditations, to free Colour & 
Numerology Predictions for the year, to a copy of my second book that focuses 
on entrepreneurs, offering information on how your challenges with mastering 
the law of attraction can be helped with colour frequencies. 
 
If you enjoy this spiritual colour manifesto, you can deepen your knowledge of 
colour psychology by purchasing the Colour Mirrors Oracle Cards. More 
details and direct links for resources appear at the end of this manifesto.  
 
And remember, if you pick an Angel card from the deck, this indicates your 
highest potential to achieve, it is literally a message from your soul saying ‘you 
can do this and you have support coming in!’ 
 
If you select a Dragon card (J yes there are dragons about…) you are getting 
a message from your power animal saying ‘this is it, no more warnings, no 
more procrastination – just do it!’ Here are some examples from the deck: 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Please note that this manifesto was created with the intention to 
encourage you to look at your patterns from a different perspective 
through the lens of colours. Always seek out professional help for both 
health and wealth issues. 



How to use this Manifesto 
 
Pick a colour circle. The first one helps you identify or suggest a possible idea 
on where your healing is needed for you to clear the path to serve others to 
your highest ability. It may be an issue you are already aware of and this is a 
reminder for you to focus your efforts on transforming that issue. 
 
The second colour circle you select suggests something that you can do to 
activate your ability to be of service, to help someone else. It may also be 
confirming that you are already following your calling and to persevere with the 
action or study you are taking. 
 
The third colour circle you select, reminds you that you can succeed. You will 
overcome difficulties and hints at what your potential future looks like if you 
become more mindful – kind and loving towards yourself and others. 
 
For Example: The question on your mind right now may be: “I know I am a 
healer, what is the way forward for me to be of genuine impactful service?”  
 

Colour choices 1st Orange, 2nd Yellow, 3rd White. 
 

 
Colour 

 

 
Healing Challenge 

 
Service Call to Action 

 
Mindful Potential 

Orange 

To forgive everyone that 
has ever hurt or betrayed 
you, then forgive yourself 
for your transgressions. 

Offer forgiveness workshops 
and lead meditations, help 
others transform anger into 
acceptance and fear into love 

Daily meditation has helped 
you become mindful – to 
think before you speak and 
re-act to situations. 

Yellow 

Go back on your timeline 
and be the healer to your 
wounded inner child, wipe 
away tears and offer hope. 

You have an ability to work 
with gifted children though 
education, workshops, 
publishing or broadcasting. 

Your happiness radiates 
like a ball of sunshine, 
bathing everyone in a glow 
of joy and bliss. 

White 

People’s behaviour mirrors 
aspects of you to alert you 
to where your healing is 
needed, fix you not them. 

Encourage others one-to-one 
to express their uniqueness 
and become empowered 
spiritually awakened beings. 

Your home is a haven for 
lost souls, you know just 
how to nurture and restore 
their faith in themselves. 

 
Orange identified where you still need personal healing, yellow indicates who 
and how you can serve others and white is a glimpse of how you will live your 
life in the future. Place those colours in your spaces, symbolically through 
decor or wear clothes in those colours. Take the healing deeper by indulging in 
a colour bath, a form of self-help therapy by buying a Colour Mirrors bath oil 
bottle or spray a colour essence around your home, office or your body to help 
elevate your frequency. You can view the colour bottles and their messages:  
 

https://www.moirabush.com/store/store 



 
 

Colour 
 

 
Healing Challenge 

 
Service Call to Action 

 
Mindful Potential 

Red 

To get grounded and real 
with financial issues, stop 
pretending that it will sort 
out by itself, seek help! 

Change your financial plans 
so you have the money on 
hand and up-front to help the 
charities you want to serve. 

Teach others how to work 
consciously and become 
mindfully present with their 
spending and investments. 

Pink 

You struggle to receive and 
give love freely. Love wants 
to be in your life without 
expectations or conditions. 

You have a love frequency 
that can assist those who are 
in the fields of nursing, home-
care or special-needs. 

Love will lead you to an 
effortless life where the flow 
of everything you need and 
want to share simply ‘is’. 

Coral 

The real reason you keep 
yourself small and invisible 
is ….? It is time to answer 
this question truthfully! 

Start your own charity or 
community project. Become a 
leader who makes positive 
impactful changes. 

Your commitment and 
ambition leads you to being 
awarded for outstanding 
success in your field. 

Orange 

To forgive everyone that 
has ever hurt or betrayed 
you, then forgive yourself 
for your transgressions. 

Offer forgiveness workshops 
and lead meditations, help 
others transform anger into 
acceptance and fear into love 

Daily meditation has helped 
you become mindful – to 
think before you speak and 
re-act to situations. 

Yellow 

Go back on your timeline 
and be the healer to your 
wounded inner child, wipe 
away tears and offer hope. 

You have an ability to work 
with gifted children though 
education, workshops, 
publishing or broadcasting. 

Your happiness radiates 
like a ball of sunshine, 
bathing everyone in a glow 
of joy and bliss. 

Gold 

Admit your addiction out 
loud to yourself first, then, 
seek help to cleanse your 
mind, body and heart! 

You have the gift of 
transparency and honesty 
that you can use in mediation 
to help solve big problems. 

Big dreams and big visions 
are manifested through 
patience, perseverance and 
persistence! Never give up. 

Pale Gold 

Stop giving yourself away, 
value your knowledge by 
setting appropriate levels of 
pricing to your services. 

This is a time for you to have 
great faith, walk it, talk it, feel 
it, share it. See faith in others 
and they will have faith in you 

Your physical body holds a 
higher vibration that others 
respond to and feel as 
authentic power. 

Olive 

Open up to a new 
beginning and let go of the 
need for it to be perfect, 
simply allow and let it in. 

Help others to find ways to 
clear their spaces, physical, 
mental as well as emotional. 
Become a clarity coach. 

You experience peace and 
harmony as all the rush and 
noise of previous busy 
years has settled to a hum. 

Green 

Draw a boundary between 
what is acceptable to you 
and what is not, and stick to 
the plan no matter what. 

You have networking know-
how and helping people 
make the right connections. 
Start or join a network group. 

An ability to re-invent 
yourself many times over, 
leads to an adventurous life 
of travel and exploration. 

Turquoise 

Embrace technology and 
make friends with the digital 
world and the alternative 
planet called Facebook! 

Use broadcasting platforms 
to share your message with a 
larger audience. Create on-
line learning opportunities. 

You are a spiritual teacher 
that is loved and respected 
for higher principles and 
empowering teachings. 

Blue 

Maybe the way you speak 
(uh’s/um’s) or lack of 
communication can do with 
a re-fresher course? 

Push past your stage fright 
and study how to sell your 
products from a stage to a 
live audience at events. 

As a mindful professional 
speaker, you are a sought 
after speaking coach and 
mentor to many. 

 



 
 

Colour 
 

 
Healing Challenge 

 
Service Call to Action 

 
Mindful Potential 

Indigo 

Trusting your intuition and 
paying attention to the 
messages transmitted 
during your meditation time. 

You have immense power 
and abilities to change 
systems that no longer serve, 
present your innovative ideas 

Moving beyond your self 
and judgments on others, 
releases you of your karmic 
debts and you are free. 

Platinum 

To become conscious of 
every word you speak and 
the energy transmitted 
through each sentence. 

Teach energy release 
courses and help others drop 
the baggage of the past and 
envision a new future. 

Your commitment and 
discipline towards making 
changes leads to material 
and spiritual happiness. 

Blue-Lilac 

Recognize when your ego 
speaks from you and 
instead choose to have spirit 
speak through you. 

Start a spiritual practice of 
healing and transformation 
and offer therapies in 
meditation, sound and colour. 

The bright lighthouse you 
built attracts many, as they 
feel safe to study with you 
and find their inner light. 

Violet 

To constantly break through 
the barriers of belief 
systems, especially ones 
that cause fear and division. 

Create and host community 
meetings where like-minded 
people can gather and 
support one another. 

Your relentless seeking of 
spiritual truth leads you to 
find your own inner truth 
and you are peaceful. 

Magenta 

Finding that balance 
between service to others 
and earning enough income 
to pay your bills. 

Study and teach others how 
the Law of Attraction has 
worked for you and helped 
you achieve fulfilment. 

Becoming more visible on a 
global platform is enabling 
you to be the leader your 
soul intended you to be. 

Copper 

Honouring and nurturing 
your body as a pure vessel 
for your soul to experience 
being a human on the planet 

Build retreats where others 
may experience physical 
healing, rejuvenation and 
relaxation in a natural setting. 

Honouring the rhythm of the 
planet’s cycles and aligning 
yours to that sacred cycle, 
leads to abundance for you. 

Black 

Accepting that night and day 
have equal value. That the 
dark has to exist to reflect 
the light and all is perfect. 

Study programs that uncover 
your un-conscious patterns 
so you can stop the shadow’s 
need for dramas and chaos. 

Your pursuit of purity and 
clarity has made you a 
transparent and honest 
spiritual leader. 

White 

People’s behaviour mirrors 
aspects of you to alert you 
to where your healing is 
needed, fix you not them. 

Encourage others one-to-one 
to express their uniqueness 
and become empowered 
spiritually awakened beings. 

Your home is a haven for 
lost souls, you know just 
how to nurture and restore 
their faith in themselves. 

Silver 

Keeping your distance and 
being aloof denies your soul 
the experience it craves of 
human interaction and love. 

A master healer you can do it 
all; physical, mental, spiritual 
and emotional work aligns 
with your calling to serve. 

You have learned and 
understand sacred 
geometry and the energetic 
forces of creation. 

Diamond 

Celebrate the preciousness 
of your very existence, claim 
your perfection, nothing 
needs to be improved upon! 

You are a master rainbow 
warrior. Use the language of 
colour to help others find their 
soul purpose and calling. 

You moved beyond the 
illusion of separation and 
aware of yourself as divine 
light manifested as a human 

 
 
 
 

 



BONUS: Colour Mirrors Analysis Summary 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Colour	Mirrors	is	a	colour	system	using	the	psychology	of	colour	to	help	you	
achieve	your	full	potential	-	Each	colour	choice	you	make	is	a	mirror	to	reflect	

	where	the	healing	is	needed	for	you	to	live	a	fulfilled	life	
	

Founded	by	Melissie	Jolly	in	South	Africa	and	taught	internationally	by	Colour	Mirrors	Teachers	
Moira	Bush	uses	the	Colour	Mirrors	philosophy	for	personal,	business	&	spiritual	empowerment	

 

Colour Potential being Mirrored Potential Life Lessons to Master 
Red Leadership, Ambition, Physical Energy, Wealth, 

Passion, Set Boundaries 
Victimhood, Judgements 

Pink Romance, Diplomacy, Compassion, Charm, 
Intuition, Mothering, Friendliness 

To Receive, Unconditional Love 

Coral Nurturing, Caring, Empathic, Wise, Homely, 
Observant, Sensual 

Unconditional Self-Acceptance 

Orange Sexuality, Manifesting, Creative, Optimistic, 
Devotion, Gregarious, Life and Soul of party 

Co-Dependency, Forgiveness 

Gold Wisdom, Spirituality, Value, Purpose, Prophetic, 
Abundance, Trust, Alchemy 

Addictions, Authentic Power, Control 

Yellow Joy, Laughter, Harvest, Intellectual, Academic, 
Brilliant 

Healing Inner Wounded Child 

Olive Hope, New Beginnings, Female Power, Goddess, 
Female Leadership 

Love it right instead of fighting it right 

Green Harmony, Balance, Decision Making, Choices, 
Space, Flexible 

Competition, Relationships 

Turquoise Creative Communication, Artistic, Idealistic, 
Trusting the feeling, Channelling 

Emotional Dislocation, Techno Phobia 

Blue Communication, Peace, Inquiring, Authority, 
Protection, Angelic support 

You create what you speak 

Indigo Mystical, Psychic, Sensitive, Honest, Intuitive, 
Authoritative 

Spiritual Leadership 

Blue-Lilac Celebration, Gateway, New way of Being,  
Moving forward, Heaven on Earth 

Speaking your Spirit 

Platinum Zero State, Perfection, Beauty, Divinity, 
Purification, Cosmic Light 

Commitment, Shining your Light 

Violet Spiritual, Patient, Humble, Sincere, Supportive, 
Energy Healer 

Spiritual Service 

Magenta Divine Love, Soul Star, Healer, Bridge, Mastery, 
Next Level 

Guilt 

Copper Earth Mother, Grounded, Walking your talk, 
Growing, Ready to do the work 

Earth is Home 

Black Hibernating, Power Dressing, Protection, 
Introspection, Family Karma 

Re-birthing 

White/Silver Clarity, Purity, Reflection, Unique, Naïve, Childlike It is all an Illusion 
Diamond Multi-Faceted, Resilient, Strong, Rainbow Warrior Cosmic Light Worker, Spiritual Master 

                         



Study Resources and Your Broadcasting Opportunity 
 
 FREE Copy of Moira’s Book 
 
 8 Colours of Prosperity 
 
 “Activating the Law of Attraction 
  With Colour Frequencies” 
 
 Only pay for shipping!  
 

  https://www.moirabush.com/freebook/ 
 

Appear on The Magenta Show as a Guest for FREE 
 

Are you a spiritual entrepreneur that would like an issue resolved live on air? 
Feature your business, event, message or book? 

See your name or business name in colours? 
 

Email the Producer’s Michael Kapp: info@moirabush.com  
Or Shannon Fraser: shannonfraser76@gmail.com 

 

Subject Line: MAGENTA Guest Apply 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          Colour Mirrors Oracle Cards 
 
Learn more about Colour and Spiritual Psychology with  
the 44 Card Deck and Mini Booklet offering you guidance 
and clarity on your current issues. 
 
https://www.moirabush.com/store/oracle-cards  



Love & Money Boot Camp – A life changing program! 
 

The trend to shift from transactional training to transformational work has you 
exploring how to add the therapy practices of Yoga, Meditation and NLP – to 

aid the process of becoming successful and fulfilled. 
 

However, there is one crucial element missing to this approach of  
self-development and it could be the reason why you may have become a 

seminar junky, buying but not reading self-help books or still looking for that 
miracle to turn your life around. 

 
Have you known for some time that there is still something missing? 

 
That was my story – and I searched until I discovered the solution! 

 
There is a fundamental part of you, buried inside your un-conscious, that still 

has the power to overshadow your mind, controlling your decisions and 
causing you to repeat negative patterns and poverty habits over and over.  

 
It is your shadow self. 

 
It is the part of transformational work that no one likes to talk about or teach. 

 
Why? 

 
Because you only like to do what makes you feel good! 
Shadow work sounds nasty and unpleasant – or is it? 

 
What if, by studying your deeply hidden shadow, you could uncover what is 

really blocking you from happiness? And use colour frequencies to effortlessly 
help you take your power back and set free your greatest potential?  

 
Join my next Love & Money Boot Camp to identify shadow patterns 
running your finances and the un-conscious poverty habits that keep 

your life limited - PLUS activate your Wheel of Fortune! 
 

https://www.moirabush.com/love-and-money-boot-camp/ 
 



About Moira Bush 
 
In South Africa 1997 to 2002 Moira was a public speaker and developed 
innovative community training programs with a business partner and 
empowered women living in shantytowns towards economic freedom. The 
businesses she personally facilitated to start up, when visited between 1 and 2 
years later proved a 98% success and sustainability rate. She studied 
marketing, acting, public speaking and writing. She was a quarter finalist in 
one of the South African Entrepreneur of the Year competitions.  
  
In the UK, Europe, Asia and USA 2003 to 2015, Moira presented talks and 
taught training programs on how to use colour analysis as a spiritual, personal, 
business and economic tool of transformation. Moira was a sought after 
speaker and trainer on the subject of helping women off welfare systems into 
self-employment and helping refugees use their entrepreneurial skills to start 
enterprises. 
  
Moira moved to Canada with her husband Paul during 2015 where she offers 
certified on-line courses in colour psychology and presents Love & Money 
Boot Camp Events.  
 

Moira is the author of: 
Colour Mirrors Oracle Cards 

8 Colours of Prosperity 
 

Books launching during 2018/19: 
Colour your Shadow Oracle Cards 

8 Colours of Spirituality 
8 Colours of Authenticity 

 
Moira broadcasts live shows on FaceBook: 

The Magenta Show - https://www.facebook.com/moira.bush.50 
The 707 Show - https://www.facebook.com/groups/2245784968989044/ 

Colour Mirrors Bookshop - https://www.facebook.com/ColourMirrorsBookshop/ 
 

You can request Moira to be a speaker at your event or write articles on colour 
analysis relevant to your market or for publications by contacting  

her manager Michael Kapp on: 
 

Email: info@moirabush.com   or   Phone: 416 550 6393 
 

Follow Moira on FaceBook - https://www.facebook.com/moira.bush.50 
 

Follow Moira on You Tube - https://www.youtube.com/user/moirabush 


